Abstract-Sparse representation based image restoration techniques have shown to be successful in solving various inverse problems such as denoising, inpainting, and super-resolution, etc. on natural images and videos. In this paper, we explore the use of sparse representation based methods specifically to restore the degraded document images. While natural images form a very small subset of all possible images admitting the possibility of sparse representation, document images are significantly more restricted and are expected to be ideally suited for such a representation. However, the binary nature of textual document images makes dictionary learning and coding techniques unsuitable to be applied directly. We leverage the fact that different characters possess similar strokes, curves, and edges, and learn a dictionary that gives sparse decomposition for patches. Experimental results show significant improvement in image quality and OCR performance on documents collected from a variety of sources such as magazines and books. This method is therefore, ideally suited for restoring highly degraded images in repositories such as digital libraries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in digitizing the old documents and books to preserve them for posterity and because of their potential applications in information extraction, retrieval etc. Unfortunately many of these old documents and manuscripts are often degraded due to erosion, aging, printing process, ink blot and fading. One such degraded image is shown in Figure 1 (a). Apart from cuts and bleeds shown in this example, other types of degradation occur frequently in documents. Restoration may be used as pre-processing step in applications related to recognition and retrieval. Figure 1(c) shows OCR output of Figure 1 (a) which is severly affected due to low quality of the document. Clearly, it is necessary to remove these noisy artifacts and restore the degraded document, close to its original form.
Recently, sparse representation has been shown to yield state-of-the-art results in solving inverse problems such as denoising [1] [2], inpainting [3] and super-resolution [4] , demonstrated on gray and color images, and videos [2] . These works make an assumption that the original clean image of a given degraded image admits a sparse representation with respect to some basis. The sparse codes of the clean image are then recovered from the degraded image. This is due to recent results from compressed sensing [5] that it is possible to efficiently recover a sparse signal from incomplete or noisy measurements provided the basis matrix possess some special properties.
In sparse coding framework, a given signal or image patch is represented as a sparse linear combination of an overcomplete basis or dictionary. In this paper, we extend its application for document image restoration that are essentially binary in nature. Our experiments suggest that developing sparse representations for binary images need a slightly different approach than grayscale and color images. We observe that different characters share similar strokes, curves and edges. This allows us to automatically learn a set of features/dictionary that represents them efficiently using the training data. We then seek for high sparsity for degraded images to reconstruct the text regions removing noisy artifacts in documents. Figure 1 (b) and (d) shows the result of the degraded image restored by our proposed method and its effect on OCR's performance, respectively. We show an improvement in error rate from 14% to 4.1% in OCR.
Restoration of document images is a well studied topic. There have been many attempts in solving the problem. Gupta et al. [6] used a patch based alphabet model to remove blurring artifacts for license plate images using a camera. Lelore et al. [7] proposed an approach for the binarization of seriously degraded manuscripts where the MRF model parameters are estimated from the training set. A patch based method is proposed in [8] where each patch is corrected by a weighted average of similar patches, identified using a modified genetic algorithm. Huang et al. [9] combined the degradation model and the document model into an MRF framework.
Banerjee et al. [10] used an MRF technique that creates an image with smooth regions in both the foreground and the background, while allowing sharp discontinuities across and smoothness along the edges. In their follow-up work [11] , they modeled the contextual relationship using an MRF to restore documents with a wide variety of noises. Such methods perform well in restoring many severely degraded documents. However, they have practical limitations from their heavy computational requirements, which increases with larger context.
We briefly look into details of the natural image restoration 
II. SPARSE CODING FOR IMAGE RESTORATION
In this framework, the task is to recover an image X (clean/high resolution) ∈ R M ×N given a degraded (noisy/low resolution/missing values) image Y ∈ R M ×N . The problem is tackled with the sparsity prior which assumes that natural image patches can be sparsely represented in an appropriately chosen overcomplete basis and their sparse representation can be recovered from the noisy patches. Specifically one assumes that a clean patch x ∈ R d of a clean image X has a sparse representation with respect to an overcomplete basis
where α is the sparse representation of the image patch and ||.|| 0 is l 0 pseudo-norm, which gives a measure of number of non-zero entries in a vector, and the constant L defines the required sparsity level. Finding the sparse solution α is a NP-hard problem. The techniques such as i) greedy methods (matching pursuit [12] ) or ii) convex relaxation (l 1 -norm) can be used to solve the above problem. Note that, we do not know either the clean image patch x or its representation α. However, we can recover the sparse representation α from incomplete or noisy input image patches y of image Y, with respect to an overcomplete dictionary D due to recent results from [5] . Thus, sparse representation of x is recovered from y aŝ
where is constant and can be tuned according to the application at hand. For denoising, could be tuned proportional to noise variance if it is known. As observed in [1] [13] , learning a dictionary from the images itself instead of a generic basis (DCT or wavelet) could improve the restoration performance.
The above presented sparse coding framework has proved to yield very good results in restoring natural images. However, the application of sparse coding techniques on document restoration is more challenging due to following reasons: (1) Near pixel accurate restorations are important in document images. Errors are immediately visible in binary images as opposed to natural images. (2) Noise in natural images often are uniform and homogenous where the variance is known or estimated, but it is difficult to model the noise in document images. (3) Noise in document images usually contain a mixture of degradations coming from independent processes such as erosion, cuts, bleeds, etc.
We demonstrate the above mentioned challenges with a simple experiment. We consider a portion of the page from a magazine that contains both text and a photograph. We synthetically painted the image with white at randomly selected blocks as shown in Figure 2 . Degradation can be treated as missing pixel (inpainting) for photograph and as cuts for text region. We used the sparse coding technique proposed in [3] treating the missing pixels (cuts) as infinite noise and restored the image after learning a dictionary using large number of clean text and natural image patches. It can be seen that the regions corresponding to photograph are restored properly while text regions are not.
III. RESTORATION OF DOCUMENT IMAGES
The most critical challenge in restoration of document images using sparse coding can be explained with the help of Figure 3 . One of the fundamental assumptions in such a representation is that the elements of the dictionary span the subspace of images of interest and that any linear combination of a sparse subset of dictionary elements is indeed a valid image. This clearly does not hold in the case of document images. Document image patches are binary in nature and so are the dictionary elements (d i in Figure 3 ), which is not the case with their linear combination. Ideally, a document image patch (y) that we would like to represent using a dictionary D should be computed as:
where α is a set of parameters and g is a non-linear function that maps from the binary document dictionary elements to a valid binary document image or patch. Current dictionary learning techniques are not adequate to learn an appropriate dictionary and parameters under such a non-linear mapping.
An alternative is to use a non-linear function (thresholding is a not-so-good example) over a learned linear mapping to a point y in the subspace. Here we approximate the ideal non-linear representation function, g, as f (y ), where y is a linear combination of dictionary elements weighted by α as shown in Figure 3 . As seen in Figure 2 , the results of such approximations are often very noisy. We get over this problem by approximating a given noisy image using highly sparse representation, where the sparsity is specified to be 1. This ensures that the resulting approximation is close to both binary and a valid document patch.
Our restoration method is follows: 1) Learn a set of representative basis elements that summarizes a given set of clean image patches. 2) Find the sparse representation of each degraded patch over the learned basis and binarize the output.
A. Dictionary Learning
The dictionary learning starts with a set of clean patches extracted from the segmented words. Each word image of size m × n is split into patches of size d = p × q resulting in P patches and each patch is represented as a vector ∈ R d . For basis learning, we use a method similar to the K-SVD algorithm presented in [1] . We learn the basis D ∈ R d×k , such that each patch is represented by a single basis element, as shown in Equation (5). Single non-zero constraint of the coefficients simplifies the K-SVD algorithm to K-means algorithm, however, with the constraint that basis elements are normalized.
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The above equation is optimized in an iterative fashion minimizing the objective function over D and α i , similar to the algorithm presented in [1] . When D is fixed, α i ∈ R k is given by α Figure 4 shows a subset of basis elements learned from a set of patches extracted from word images. Document images are usually binary in nature with 0's and 1's corresponding to text and background regions respectively. Since the interest region is text, we operate on the inverted images to allow the regular conventions of natural image representation. Basis elements learned for document images can be easily interpreted unlike natural images. The fundamental elements that constitute the documents are strokes, curves, glyffs, etc. and our method automatically learns these elements. This can be seen in Figure 4 that dictionary elements correspond to character strokes, thick edges, curves, etc occuring in textual characters (Figure 4 (c) ) thereby representing them efficiently. Different English characters possess similar kind of edges, strokes or curves and such patches may share the same dictionary element.
B. Sparse coding
Once the basis is learnt from a set of clean patches, any degraded patch y i ∈ R d of a noisy image Y ∈ R M ×N can be decomposed sparsely over the basis and can be reconstructed as per Equation 5 . In order to avoid blocky artifacts in the reconstructed image, we use overlapping patches for restoration and the final reconstructed image is obtained by performing averaging at the overlapped regions.
The reconstructed image might be grayish with little noisy artifacts. Regions corresponding to text will have large pixel values as they are efficiently reconstructed while noisy regions will have small values. We thus use a simple post-processing step that binarizes the gray scale image to remove some of the noisy stray pixels. We found that threshold parameter did not vary too much the quality of the outputs and is fixed to 0.3 in all our experiments.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Restoration using the proposed method were carried out on a variety of document images with different levels of degradation. We assume that clean document images with similar font as the one used in the degraded images are available. We also note that our method is robust to slight variation of font between training and testing, as will be demonstrated later. This kind of setting is very much suitable to restore documents from digital libraries, magazines, etc. In such a case, fonts and texts are constant throughout the book and any recent publication of the magazine can be used as high quality training documents. Also, with the advent of internet, one can obtain clean documents with any font easily e.g simple search of 'gothic text' will result in lot of high quality documents which can be used to restore gothic texts. For all the experiments, we segment the image into degraded words and carry out restoration of the individual words.
For learning step, we collected clean documents from a high quality book that has similar font as that of degraded image. Figure 4(a) shows a small region of the clean images collected from a high quality book. The number of sparse coding and basis learning iterations was fixed empirically to 200. In order to maintain overcompleteness and recover sparse representation [5] , size of dictionary is usually fixed to four times the size of the patch. It is observed in [1] , [13] , [3] that very large dictionary leads to overfitting i.e, learnt atoms may correspond to individual patches instead of generalizing for large number of patches and very small dictionary leads to underfitting. Figure 4(b) shows basis elements learned from clean images for a patch size of 15 × 15. Figure 5 shows eight different words from the book containing cuts, erosion artifacts, and ink bleed, along with our restoration results. One kind of degradation that we notice is smear and ink blobs, as seen in words golf, fascinating, to catch and laboratory. Our algorithm is able to restore these words very well, especially the word fascinating which is heavily degraded with characters almost getting connected. Another kind of degradation is fading resulting in near cuts as seen in character a in word sanguinary, which is restored with high resolution. Our algorithm takes about 12 seconds to restore a document of size 157 × 663 on a 2GB RAM and Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 − 2120 system with 3.30 GHz processor with un-optimized implementation.
The algorithm however fails to restore the characters v and e in word several. The cut in v is very large compared to the size of patch and the horizontal region in e has lot of missing pixels and any patch considered in the region is blank and hence algorithm could not estimate the shape in these regions. Similarly, character y in surely has large amount of bleed which the algorithm failed to restore.
We note that the patch size we considered for restoration has a clear effect on the quality of restoration. If the patch size is too small and comparable with the size of artifacts such as blobs and cuts, the algorithm will restore the noisy region as well. If the patch size is large, the dictionary elements may overfit the training data, resulting in reduced flexibility of degraded images that can be restored. We fixed the size of patches to one-third of character font size.
We evaluate our algorithm both qualitatively and quantitatively on various kinds of synthetically generated degradations such as pixel flipping, blurring, cuts, and texture-blending. An example for each type of degradations and their restored outputs are shown in Figure 7 . Flipping is generated using the method proposed in [14] for various PSNR values, by tuning the parameters α 0 , β 0 , α 1 , β 1 . Blurring is produced by convolving image with a Gaussian kernel of various sizes. Various levels of cuts are produced by randomly selecting windows in the image and randomly flipping few pixels in the window. Finally, texture-blending simulates effects such as textured paper or stained paper, and was produced by linearly blending the document with a texture image for various degrees of blending. We will now look at the effect of our document restoration on OCR recognition which gives a good measure on the quality of restoration. We used the ABBYY FineReader [15] and Tesseract-2.01 OCR [16] which are the most popular and accurate OCRs available. We ran the OCR on 20 pages of an old English book collected from digital library. Each page of the book contains an average of 300 words and 2200 characters. The error rate measured on degraded documents using ABBYY FineReader was 9% which was already very good. However, after the restoration, it got further reduced to 0.7% which is a significant improvement. Similarly, it got reduced from 14% to 4.1% using Tesseract. Figure 1 shows the restoration result of a region of degraded page collected from a digital library. Figure 1(c) and (d) show the results of Tesseract OCR output before and after restoration respectively. The recognition error on the degraded page was due to erosion and low printing quality, which might possibly confuse the OCR when the noise fills up the gap between two characters in a word. However, after restoration Figure 1(b) , it is recognized with high accuracy. Figure 6 gives the restored image for the word played using popular methods such as median, Gaussian, Non-local means and ours. Clearly, our result is superior in quality compared to these methods. Our method does not make any assumption of script and thus same approach can be applied to restore documents with any script. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
We present an approach to document restoration, that uses the fact that different characters in a document share similar strokes, curves, edges, etc. We extend the sparse coding based restoration for document images and learned a set of dictionary elements that gives highly sparse decomposition for image patches. We restored severe degradations, including cuts, merges, blobs and erosions in documents, and showed the experimental results on both positive and negative cases. We also demonstrated the improvement in recognition performance of OCR system. Though we demonstrated the application of sparse coding on challenging document restoration, there is a room for improvement. Unlike natural images, binary images take only few values of intensity and are structured. We would like to work on this aspect along with theoretical guarantees of sparse coding on document images as a part of our future work.
